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Cadels Plan 
Trip to Fair 
Forty-Five Minutes Spent Early 
Daily   to   Train     Rookies 
For Expedition 
The Clemson College Corps of 
Cadets will leave Calhoun at 7 A. 
M. Tuesday October 19 for the 
State Fair. They will return Fri- 
day the 22, leaving Columbia at 
12 noon. In preparation for the 
trip the Corps is spending nearly 
seven  hours  each  week  in   drilling. 
The camp will be pitched at the 
same site as last year. While the 
schedule for the encampment has 
not been completed, it will be prac- 
tically the same as last year. The 
schedule will be published in the 
next   issue   of   The   Tiger. 
iCapt. Lee stated that all stu- 
dents who do not intend taking the 
trip will be required to attend 
classes while the Corps is at Co- 
lumfoia. 
Week end leave will be granted ■to cadets at Columbia. Students 
may leave after the camp is brok- 
en d on Friday ind spend Saturday 
and Sunday at home or elsewhere 
just so they are back by 10:30 
Sunday   night. 
OWL- OLIVER RAMSAY 
DOYLE, AOED 62: DIES 
AT HOMEJN CALHOUN 
Advocate    of    Better    Sehools 
During 25 Years Spent 
in   Calhoun 
FIVE NDMBERS OF 
LYCEUM COURSE FOR 
YEAR NOW BOOKED 
The schedule 'for the lyceum so 
far  as  arranged  is  as  follows: 
Russian Cossack Chorus—iNovem- 
foer   30. 
"A Night in Mexico" Company- 
January 22. 
"The Old Homstead" Play Com. 
pany—February  5. 
The Vernon Concert Company— 
March 5. 
The Russian Cossack Chorus is 
making its first American tour. The 
->rus is made *p of fourteen well 
trained singers under the direotioii 
of Sergei Socoloff, who has carried 
!his company on tours through Italy, 
France, Spain, and Mexico. In Ital> 
the company won three gold medals 
of the Royal Theaters and the dip- 
loma of the Royal Theaters and the 
Royal Conservatorium "Guiseppb 
Verdi'' of  Milan. 
The "A Night in Mexico" com- 
pany is a company of native Mexi- 
cans styled the "Llera Mexican Musi, 
cians." This company, in collabora- 
tion with Senor Carpos arrere, not- 
ed lecturer, playwright and author, 
and now an official with the Mexi- 
can Legation in Washington, pres- 
ents a colorful pageant of music, 
motion pictures, and story of Mexicc 
(Continued   on   page   5) 
Senior Hop 
Big Success 
Opening Dr-,nce Attracts Many 
Beautiful   Visitors   to 
Tiger's Lair 
WORK ON ANNUAL IS 
PROGRESSING AS TAPS 
STAFF HITS STRID 
Oliver Ramsay Doyle, 62, died 
at his home in Calhoun Wednes- 
day evening after an illness of 
several weeks. He had been in 
poor health for four years, having 
suffered   from   paralysis   since   1922. 
Mr. Doyle, a son of the late Dr. 
Oliver M. Doyle, came to Calhoun 
some twenty-five years ago as 
Agent for The Southern Railway 
Company, a position which he held 
until just a few months before his 
death. Upon his arrival at Cal- 
houn Mr. Doyle instituted a fight 
for better schools, and took deep 
interest in all walks of public life. 
He was for many year's a member 
of the Board of Trustee of the 
Calhoun Graded School, and it was 
largely through his efforts that this 
school was consolidated with the 
Clemson Graded School to make 
the improved Calhoun-Clemson 
High School, which now sends 
practicallv all its sons and daugh- 
ters to Clemson and Winthrop re- 
SDectively. For several years Mr. 
Doyle was Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees of the Calhoun-Clem- 
son schools, a position which he 
held till the hour of his death last 
Wednpsriav   evening. 
Mr. Doyle, who was a colonel on 
the staff of Governor Richard I. 
Manning, was past master of Clem- 
son lodsre. A. F. M. and was at 
one time district deputy grand mas- 
ter for the erand lodge. He serv- 
ed as msvor of Calhoun for_ manv 
vears and was in that canacitv till 
two years before his death, when 
he was succeeded by F. H. Clink- 
(Continued   on   paee   5) 
The Taps Staff has already be- 
gun work on this year's annual, 
and it is generally believed that 
the Taps of '27 should foe one of 
the best year-books Clemson has 
ever produced. It is certain that 
it will not fall short of any of 
present expectations, because the 
combination of Brown and Baker 
is  sure  to  put  out  the  very best. 
The contract for printing, en- 
graving, and foinding has been giv- 
en to Jacob's & Co. of Clinton, S. 
iC. The contract for the pictures 
has been given to White's Studio 
of New York City. The individual 
pictures of the seniors, juniors, and 
sophomores are just about finished 
and a good many of the county 
clubs are having their pictures 
made now too. The money for 
senior and junior space will have 
to be in  by October  15th. 
This year the foeauty section will 
foe judged by Cole Phillips of Ro- 
chelle, N. Y., or by Flo Zeigfield 
of New York City, and a few en- 
tries have already been made for 
this section. All the entries for 
the beauty section, and ail the 
sponsors pictures will have to be 
in foefore Novemfoer 1. and the 
senior "write-ups" must be in by 
November   the   15. 
The annual is not the only thing 
they are going to improve on eith- 
er. This year the Taps Carnival 
nromises to b» the Biggest and best 
dance-that the Timers have ever 
witnessed at Clemson. Arrange- 
ments are beiner made now for one 
of the best orchestras in the South 
to furnish the music: regardless or 
the nrice. Nothing but the bpst 
will 'be had at the Tans Carnival 
of  '27. 7 
The opening Senior Hop last Fri- 
day evening was attended by one 
of the largest and merriest crewd 
of cadets and their guests in the 
annals of Clemson dances. The 
night, guilded with the bewitching 
beams of a beautiful moon, was an 
ideal setting for a dance; the 
music was superb, provacative of 
making the most torfpid an apt 
pupil of Dame Dance; and the fair 
sex were some of the prettiest and 
best dancers who have ever visited 
Tigertown. 
The music for this opening was 
furnished by LaJJotte's Orchestra, 
of Columbia. It is needless to say, 
for those that have heard LaMot- 
te's, that their interpretation of 
dance music is of the superlative 
variety. LaMotte's Orchestra is 
very deserving of; the popular es- 
teem in which ft is held by the 
Caiieta; for they fiiaVs played 2^i 
many   successful   Clemson   Hops. 
The dance was given in the big 
gymnasium, which was decorated 
with much taste and design. A 
unique feature of the decorations 
was a huge barrel marked with 
the famous "XXX's" which lured 
many of the guests to imbibe of 
its sparkling contents. However 
the joke was on the crowd, as King 
Prohibition reigned supreme with 
Captain Harcomfoe's delicious 
punch, under the above insignia of 
the past. Those on the decoration 
committee were, Johnny Baker, 
Bill Nickles, "Shine" Milling, Sam 
iLiles.   and  "T"    Smith. 
The officers of the club and the 
cadets ta.ke this opportunity to 
thank the ladies of the campus for 
their hospitality as hostesses of the 
visitors. The reception committee 
was composed of "Buster" Parler, 
"Jake" Cromer, Carter Newman. 
"Shorty" Russell and Caldwell 
Jones. 
(Continued  ort  page   5) 
To»*ted Sandwiches at Mar- 
tin's Drug Store. 
ORGANIZATION OF 
SABRE CLUB AP- 
PROVED BY PRESIDENT 
Dr. E. W. Sikes, in a letter to 
the Commandant last Friday ex- 
pressed his sanction of "The Sabre 
Club," an honory military society 
which was organized at Camp Mc- 
Clellan this summer. The Club 
drew up a constitution which was 
submitted to the President and 
Commandant for consideration, and 
which was met with the approval 
of both. The Sabre Club now 
stands as a sanctioned organiza- 
tion, and is ready to carry out its 
purpose   legitimately. 
The purpose of the Club is to 
unite the officers of the Corps in a 
closer relationship; to preserve and 
develop the essential qualities of a 
good officer; and to prepare the 
members as educated men to take 
more active part and have a great- 
er   influence   in   military   activities. 
The Club expects to elect officers 
and take in new memfoers at a very 
early date. 
FACULTY RECEPTION 
IN HONOR  NEW MEN 
BRILLIANT AFFAIR 
A faculty reception was held in 
the Y. M. C. A. last Thursday night 
in honor of its new memfoers. Dr. 
and Mrs. Sikes and all the "new 
men" on the faculty were in the 
receiving line. The rest of the pro- 
fessors and their families, as well 
as the many other officials and em- 
ployees of the college were there 
almost one hundred per cent strong 
The "Y" was foeautifully decor- 
ated with large ferns and palms. 
The punch foowl adorned the coun- 
ter of the front office, and it was 
surrounded by ferns which made a 
very attractive looking spot. Sand- 
wiches, chicken salad, and coffee 
were  served  for refreshments. 
The Jungaleers supplied the 
music for the occasion, and, as 
usual, they furnished plenty of 
"pep". Everything moved along 
so smoothly, and everybody was 
having such a good time that 
'Pete' Murphy and "Shorty" Meyers 
almost forgot to rememfoer the 
Demsey-Tunney fight. They did not 
think about the fight until after 
time for it to begin but two seconds 
later they had made a very spec*a- 
exist, ?.nd were receiving re- 
turns  of  the  fight  over  the   radio. 
CONSTITUTION IN 
PRINTED FORM IS 
PLACED IN ROOMS 
The constitution of Student 
Government of The Clemson Agri- 
cultural College printed on a neat 
four page folder was distributed in 
barracks Monday night, there neing 
enough copies given out for every 
student to have one. As an in- 
troduction to the Constitution there 
is given a clipping from the edi- 
otrial columns of The Tiger of 
June 1. 19 26, and then following 
is the Constitution proper. 
This folder is a handy card to 
which one may refer with ease be- 
sides being a valuable source of 
information concerning the student 
government, and all students are 
urged to preserve ad read carefully 
these cards. The expens "f print- 
ing was borne voluntarily bv the 
college, thereby saving the student 
body a considerable sum  of  money. 
Colonel   O.    R.    Cole   Visits 
Corps Area Headquarters 
Tigers Lose 
to P. C. 14-0 
Homecoming    Game    Goes    to 
Bluestockings by a Two- 
Touchdown Margin 
The Presbyterian Bluestockings 
duplicated their feat of last year 
by defeating the Tigers here Satur- 
day 14 to 0. Last season Clem- 
son obviously outplayed P. C, but 
this year it was a different tale. 
The Bluestockings thoroughly earn- 
ed one touchdown and scored an- 
other by a fluke. All this hap- 
pened in the second quarter when 
Coach Walter Johnson's men 
launched an attack that the Tigers 
were unable to fathom. 
The team was not the same Clem- 
son played against the Erskine Se-. 
ceders   the Saturday   before. 
The Tigers seemed to foe unabb* 
to get together. They failed to 
go down on the punts. This is 
partly responsible for the failure 
of McMillian to catch the punt 
from P. C. in the second quarter 
which later resulted in a touch- 
down for the Presbyterians. There 
-^'ere five P. C. men ready to tackle 
(Continued   on   pagt   6) 
Col. Otis R. Cole left for Atlan- 
ta to confer with Col F. W. Rowl, 
Commander of the Fourth Corps 
Area, concerning the regulation 
that requires R. O. T. C. students 
to wear black Sam Browne belts 
instead of the Cordovan belts that 
have heretofore been In use. The 
use of the black belt will neces- 
sitate a number of cadets' discard- 
ing the Cordovan belts t»at they 
now have and purchasing new ones 
which can be used later in the Re- 
serve Corps. Since many seniors 
enroll each year in the Officers 
Reserve Corps it would be to the 
cadets' advantage to use at school 
some articles of uniform that may 
be used later in reserve service. 
LOCAL IJ,li!ON*!BES 
ARE HOSTS AT 
RECEPTION AT Y. 
The Local Post of The American 
Legion with their invited guests en- 
joyed a very pleasant program Mon- 
day night at the Y. M. C. A. Be 
sides the members of the Legion 
there were invited guests from 
every  organization   on  the campus. 
The program opened with the sing- 
ing of "America." The "Junga. 
leers" accompanied, Aftr the open 
ing song an invocation was render- 
ed by Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff. Mr. 
Morgan, commander of the local 
post, gave an address of welcome. 
In response Dr. Sikes gave a talk on 
Americanism. Following Dr. Sike'i 
talk, Mr. Eaton gave the purpose 
of the Legion, and read a part of the 
constitution. He also gave a iev, 
of the outstanding characteristics of 
the post which distmguis±iecl it from 
other posts. One outstanding char, 
acteristic is the sponsiring of a Boy 
Scout troop. At this time the troop 
was introduced to the guests. In 
a colorful ceremony they pledged al- 
legiance to the Hag, and gave tht 
scout oath and pledge. Sergeant 
Peck is the scoutmaster of the troop. 
After this several songs and 
several stunts were engaged in. One 
stunt which was enjoyed by the spec- 
tators was a boxing match between 
Mrs. Peck and Major Martin. Both 
boxers were blindfolded. Mrs. Peck 
won the decision. Several games 
were played, and' Sgt. Peck en- 
trtained with an O'Grady drill. 
After a  course   of   delicious     re- 
freshments  a  motion    picture     was; 
shown depicting our national parks. 
This concluded the program. 
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Johnnie—Daddy, can we go fish- 
ing now? 
Daddy—But we have no boat, 
sonny. 
Johnnie—Yes, we have, Daddy. 
I just heard mother tell the ice- 
man that it was some smack he 
gave her. 
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a school the size of Clemson not 
having a man that is capable of 
! teaching the fundamentals of COL- 
LEGE FOOTBALL and put a spirit 
I of fight and determination in his 
j men instead of instilling the spirit 
, of  dissension. 
i The writer will be called a radi- 
; cal, bolsheviki or Red, but call me | whatever you wish; I am express- 
J ing my own opinion and the opin- 
I ion of many other cadets an alumni 
A general housecleaning is needed 
somewhere. 
—M.  M.   C. 
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EDITORIAL 
It seems from the way the Corps is turning out every morning 
for drill and from the progress that is being made that the trip 
to the State Fair this year will "be an even greater success than 
it was last year. The Freshrfcen are being rapidly converted 
from rough green material into snappy soldiers. Although 
some are having considerable trouble getting rid of that world 
known stride the majority of them are developing a good 
marching cadence. 
SWAPPING HORSES 
"What is the matter with our football team?" is again the 
big question. That game with P. C. last Saturday was a sore 
disappointment to everybody. If that game was an experiment 
it was certainly a costly one. The time for experimenting 
should be over. By now the team should know what they are 
going to do, and the coaches, should know who they are going 
to have to do it. We would like to see some developments in- 
stead of a continual trying this and that to see how it works. 
We do not believe in swapping horses while crossing a stream, 
but we would feel much safer on a horse that was a good swim- 
mer. 
According to a letter that found its way into box 147 last 
week there is a great demand for news from Clemson. W. W. 
Bryan, who edited The Tiger last year, is author of the urgent 
letter. Bryan finished Clemson with the class of 26, and, 
having been bitten by the newspaper bug early in his college 
career and having had dealings in the realm of journalism 
throughout the four years he spent at Clemson, has entered 
the school of journalism at the University of Missouri to fit 
himself further for the work he loves so well. Hence the de- 
mand for Clemson news in the state where 'they have to be 
shown.' Will The Tiger fail to feed a news-hungry Old Grad? 
Not by a jugfull, and on top of that we wish him the greatest 
success ever. 
Unique Advertisements 
In This Week's Issue 
The advertisement schedule has 
on its bill this week a very unique 
advertisement, that of "Keith's," 
of Greenville. This is the first store 
selling women's apparel to adver- 
tise with "The Tiger," so it is a 
rather odd advertisement. No doubt 
the cadets have very little business 
at "Keith's", but they trust that 
the ladies of the campus will see fit 
to   visit   them   when   in   Greenville. 
This week's issue carries other 
ads from Greenville and Anderson 
and the students are urged to 
make these places their head- 
quarters   while   away  form   college. 
CAPTAIN PENROSE ENTER- 
TAINS AT RADIO  PARTY 
Captain Penrose entertained at 
a radio party at his suite of rooms 
on the second floor of Terrace last 
Thursday night. Seats could not 
be had at any cost and standing 
room was at a premium as the an- 
nouncer broadcasted the details of 
the Dempsey-Tunney fight round 
by round. There was considerable 
difference of opinion in evidence, 
though the callenger seemed to be 
the general favorite. That the po- 
pular contestant was victorious 
"Dit"   Seaborn   will   long   remember. 
PAGE   DAVID   AND   GOLIATH 
The David and Goliath act was 
re-enacted on Rigg's Field Satur- 
day afternoon, when P. C. acting 
the part of David slew the mighty 
Goliath of state colleges, Clemson. 
Now P. C. has a student body of 
about 300 students, more or less 
and Clemson has 1,117 students. 
The smaller college simply out- 
classed the larger. P. C. showed 
the outcome of good coaohing, 
while Clemson showed that she had 
good material. Now Clemson with 
the largest student body of men, 
in this state has some of the best 
material in the south, but it seems 
as  though    someone   is   needed    to 
ibring this material from the rough 
ore into the shiny metal that it 
should  be. 
There is something radically 
wrong somewhere. If there is 
someone on the squad that is caus- 
ing the trouible then it is time for 
the coach to oust that particular 
party; if the players don't know 
the fundamentals of the game then 
it is time for the college to get 
someone to teach the fundamentals 
The fact that we are losing all of 
our games, is not hardluck. It is 
simply because the smaller col- 
leges of this state are outplaying, 
outgeneralling anil showing more 
signs of better preparation. Now 
there  is  no excuse  in the world  for 
ATHLETIC COUNGIL 
RULES ON LETTER 
AWARDS IN SPORT 
As stated toy the Athletic Coun- 
cil of Clemson, the number of let- 
ters to be awarded during the 
coming sport seasons in football, 
baseball, and track, will be de- 
creased and limited to a definite 
number. Last year football let- 
ters were quite liberally awarded, 
the num-ber receiving such being 
twenty-four. This season only fif- 
teen wearers oif the grid togs will 
hava the honor oT receiving a let- 
ter. Basketball will be the same 
as it was last year, the number of 
letters given in this sport 'being 
seven. Baseball will be limited to 
twelve letters. In order to receive 
a letter in track an athlete must 
place first in the Southern Confer- 
ence Meet, or first in a meet with 
another iSouthern Conference Team, 
and enough points for the season 
to average three points per meet, 
or a first place in the state meet 
with enough points to average 
three points per meet. Tennis will 
remain  as it  was last year. 
The principle reason why this 
change has been made is because 
it is believed that those participat- 
ing in each sport will work harder 
for a letter, and when the same is 
earned that it will -be more appre- 
ciated by its  possessor. 
For the purpose of awarding 
Block "C" emblems there shall be 
a committee composed of the Di- 
rector of Student Affairs, Director 
of Athletics, Coaches of the sport 
under consideration, one faculty 
member selected from by the Ath- 
letic Council, one student selected 
from and by the Athletic Council. 
This committee shall meet not later 
than one week after the close_ of 
the season of each' intrcollegiate 
sport and by secret ballot make 
recommendations to Athletic Coun- 
cil, each member to have one vote. 
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Clemson Folks Welcome | 
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Come and see us 
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AGME MARKET CO, 
17 North Laurens St. 
Telephones 2461-2462 
GREENIVLLE,   S.  C. 
"Quality Foods" 
B   Fruits, Vegetables, Meats, 
Seafoods and Poultry 
B      Prompt Parcel  Post Service 
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70 YEARS OF SERVICE AND QUALITY 
"What We Say It Is—It Is" 
HALE'S 
JEWELERS    AND 
DIAMOND MERCHANTS 
Greenville, S. C. 
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ATHLETIC GOODS I 
Guns and Ammunition | 
Tennis Rackets Restrung   i 
Speer-Laval-Walker, Inc.   |j 
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POINSETT HOTEL 
"Carolina's  Finest" 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
SPECIAL RATES TO 
CLEMSON   STUDENTS 
Excellent Food at Moderate 
Prices 
MARTIN HARTMAJ*, Manager 
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SEE 
MODERN   HOME  WRECKED 
Modern home of Bully and Do- 
mestica in midst of confusion by 
the loss of collar button. Don t fail 
to  see  this  in •" 
"Cupid Up To Date"—'College 
Chapel—Friday   Oct.    1st. 
HOKE SLOAN 
NEW YOUNG MENS SHOES JUST IN. 
LOOK THEM OVER. 
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES __$30.00 
NEW FALL HATS AND TOPCOATS 
An Old Clemson  Man in Business at  Clemson and 
a Member of Clemson Alumni Association 
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Grocer: "Those show windows 
are a disgrace. The insides haven't 
ibeen  touched!" 
Boy: "Well, sir, 1 cleaned the 
outside so people could see in and 
left the insides so the help couldn't 
see out." 
Wife—Some things go without 
saying. 
lHub—Yes, my dear, but your 
tongue isn't  one  of  them. 
Customer—'Gimme  a tablet. 
Druggist—"What   kind   of   tablet? 
Customer—A  yellow  one. 
Druggist—iBut what's the mat- 
ter  with  you? 
Customer—I want to write a 
letter. 
Mistress of House, to new laun- 
dry woman—My husband writes 
his engagements on his shirt cuffs; 
I  hope you  don't  mind. 
Laundry  Woman—Lor', no,   mum; 
I loves a bit of scandal. 
"Look-a-hexe, Smith," said a 
boss, "you and Jones both started 
diggin' at the same time. How is 
it that he's got a bigger pile of 
dirt than you have?" .,,-,' 
"He's diggin' a 'bigger hole, re- 
plied  Smith. 
He—I call my new flivver "True 
Love." 
She—Why? 
He—Because it never runs 
smooth. 
"A Definition Of  a Kiss" 
A kiss is a pronoun because It 
always stands for something. It 
is masculine and feminine gender 
therefore it is common. It is a 
conjunction because it connects. It 
is a verb because it signifies an 
act. It is plural in number 'be- 
cause is calls for another. It is 
usually in apposition with a hug; 
or at least in is sure to follow 
A kiss may be conjugated but 
never   declined. 
Whats the use of working, when 
nothing  gained? . 
Whats the use of lovmg, all in 
vain? , , , 
Whats the  use   of  kissing?   Hell 
go  tell- , . 
Whats the  use  of   anything?   Oh 
Hell. 
Rat- What does money mean to 
us? Most of us could write home 
for a hundred dollars if we wanted 
Soph Yes, but darn few of us 
woud  get  it. 
"""Another crack like that, and 
I'll fire you," said the glass blow- 
er as he threatened to reject the 
defective   bottle. 
She is so  dumb she thinks corn- 
meal  is a bootlegger's diet. 
"Scotchmen never make good 
baseball pitchers." 
"Why?" 
"Because they have too many 
highballs." 
Them:How old are you, my little 
man? 
They:     Eight. 
Them:And what are you going 
to be? 
They:   Nine. 
As the Indian replied with great 
pride to the visitor who was prais- 
ing the Grand Canyon, "S'ar 
chasm." 
He:  May  I  call? 
She:   I  am sorry;   I'm  married. 
He:   'Sail right,  I'm  married and 
just   as  sorry. 
Only one marriage in ten is 
happy, a scientist claims. Even this 
one is made unhappy sometimes 
when the husband returns unex- 
pectedly. 
Black Gent: Rastus, yer 'Liza's 
an  awful  lemon. 
Second Same: Aw, so's yer old 
Mandy. 
He:   Why  is   your  face so   red? 
She:   'Cause. 
He:   'Cause why? 
She:   Causemetics. 
Some   women  are   not   as  bad  as 
their knees are  painted. 
No   matter   what   your   talents   are 
If you but own  a motycar 
You're certain  to  be  popular. 
"Do   you  know  Pearl?" 
"No, but do you know the moth, 
er of Pearl?" 
Huston:     the    geranium    in    the 
window box of youth. 
"Some day," she said, as he 
slapped his face, "I'll And a man 
who   won't   try   to   take   advantage 
of   me." 
"That's right," he replied, "but 
what I'd like to know is: How 
are you going to get him out of 
the   morgue?" 
How would you feel to catch a 
newsboy kissing the girl you've 
been trying to kiss for three years? 
joe—'I always kiss the stamps 
on your letters because I know 
that, "vour lips   have   touched   them. 
Margaret—Oh, dear and to think 
that I dampened them on my pet 
dog's   nose. 
La<iy—My, what a wicked par- 
rot. It must have been kept on 
board   a   ship. 
Cadet—Bill Lippincott gave the 
bird  to  me, Lady. 
"I think you're the cleverest, 
handsomest, most lovable boy in 
the  whole   college." 
"I know, you're just drunk 
enough to  tell the truth." 
Any henpecked husband will ad- 
mit that there is no denying the 
power of  women's  clubs. 
Bill    Nickles—Thinking    of    me, 
«B"—Was I laughing? Oh, I'm 
so  sorry. 
Colonel—The  cadet seems  to  have 
drugged. . 
Chief Allison—I drug him all 
the  way from  the gym. 
A Virginia Negro says that he 
doesn't hit his wife any more since 
be got fined in police court. "No, 
sah, from now on when dat wife 
zasperates me, I'se _gwine kick her 
eot1(l—den she can't show it to ae 
judge." 
"So you have come home have 
you?" queritd Blank's wife when 
he strolled In at three in the morn- 
inR
- „     /■ 
"Yes dear, glad to see you, ad- 
mitted Blank. "I had an idea ^that 
I might run across you here."The 
Sun Dodger. 
Prof—"Does   my   question   puzzle 
you?" 
Smith—"No   it   is   the   answer." 
Hostess—"What part of the 
chicken do you like?" 
"Spec" Farrar—"I'll have some 
of the meat  please." 
The annual Faculty Reception 
was held Thursday, j3ept. 23, at the 
Y. M. C. A. which was beautifully 
decorated   for the  event. 
The John C. Calhoun Chapter of 
the D. A. R. held its monthly meet- 
ing Monday afternoon at Mrs. Ab- 
bot's. Mrs. Mitchell presided over 
the meeting. 
Mrs. S. B. Earle was the hostess 
at a very delightful, bridge party 
Friday afternoon in honor of her 
guest, Miss Frances Earle of 
Greenville. 
Mr. R. W. Simpson of the Tampa 
Tribune is visiting relatives on the 
campus. 
Mrs. D. H. Henry entertained 
Wednesday afternoon with bridge 
in honor of Mrs. Riggs, of Orange- 
burg. 
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman and chil- 
dren, of Charleston, are visiting 
Mr.   Freeman  of the  campus. 
Miss Sadler gave a very delight- 
ful bridge in honor of Mrs. Riggs 
A delicious salad course was serv- 
ed  during the game. 
T. G. Jackson, Mac Sally, John- 
ny Batson, and "Red" Caughman 
spent the week-end as the guests 
of   Dr.   Sikes. 
Mrs. Crouch has returned after 
a two weeks stay in Cross Hill. 
Mrs. Calhoun entertained Wer- 
nesday afternoon in honor of Mrs. 
May  Riggs,   of   Orangeburg. 
Mrs. Peck carried the Girl Scouts 
to   Boscobel   for   a   picnic. 
Miss Helen Bozeman and Miss 
Margaret McCaskill of Greenville 
were the week-end guests of Mrs. 
Sikes. 
Mrs. Logan Marshall entertain- 
ed Tuesday afternoon in honor of 
Mrs.   D.   H.   Hall. 
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GRESHAM HOTEL 
P. D. SMITH, Manager 
SPARTANBURG, S. C. 
RATES WITHOUT BATH $1.25 AND $1,50 
RATES WITH BATH     $1.75 AND 12.00 
Free Parking Space Come to See Us 
a 
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| W. K. LIVINGSTON J. K. LIVINGSTON 
a 
Livingston    &   Company 
WHOLESALE    GROCERIES 
ARMY   SAVES   $10,000 
BY   ALTERING   COATS 
The army has announced that 
it has saved ?10,000 by chopping 
off the tails of 6,000 white butch- 
er's coats left over from the war 
was only ten cents a coat, and even 
to make jackets for army cooks 
and bakers. The alternation cost 
the amputated tails were used to 
make patch pockets on the jackets 
or turned into chef's caps. 
SMOKING IN BIO GYM 
ABSOLUTELY PROHIB- 
ITED AT ALL TIMES 
By direction of the president as 
a measure of prevention of fire, 
smoking is prohibited at all times 
the big gymnasium. The gymna- 
sium is a wooden structure and be- 
ing decorated with paper practi- 
cally all of the time it is liable to 
fire. 
The above is particularly true at 
dances. Besides being hazardous 
it is discourteous to smoke in a 
closed room with ladies in the com- 
pany. The dancing committee will 
'be held responsible ifor the enforce- 
ment   of  this   order. 
THEO   VATJGHAN   SHOT 
Theo Vaughan who was shot to 
Mars one hundred years ago by 
one of his gas bombs will return 
to this planet Friday, Oct. 1, and 
put the world to sleep with some 
of the star dust he gathered in the 
meteoric showers along the way. 
See   him   play   the  part  in 
"Cupid Up To Date." Clemson 
College Chapel, Friday, Oct. 1. 
Time:   8   o'clock. 
The Prom had been wonderful. 
Ethel was telling mother all about 
it the following afternoon. She 
said: "And so we felt warm and 
we walked out on the fire escape 
for some air, and, mother, Jimmy 
kissed   me." 
"What cheek!" exclaimed the In- 
furiated mother. 
"The left, dear," replied Ethel, 
truthfully. 
P.  & N. Warehouse 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Box  1005 Phones  678-679 
*! 
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I    HAVE YOU EVER HAD A THOUGHT? 
A CLEMSON TIGER SHOULDN'T HAVE HIS 
SHOES REPAIRED ANYWHERE EXCEPT IN HIS 
OWN LAIR! 
PATRONIZE "TIGER SHOE SHOP" 
THE  TIGER   PRESSING   CLUB 
Announces the purchase of a new "HOFFMAN 
PRESS" in order to serve you. 
"RABBIT" HAIR "ICKIE"    JONES 
Managers 
a 
■i 
a; 
a 
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"Where the Smart Woman Shops" 
KEITH'S 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Smart Apparel for Women, Misses and Children 
Chic Millinery 
Make our store your headquarters while in 
Greenvile, S. C* 
BBBEEBillQIIIlffl^ 
"But lady," a marriage liscense 
clerk explained to a movie actress 
applicant, "the law compels me to 
record all previous marriages be- 
fore   I   issue   the license." 
"Good lord," exclaimed her pros- 
pective husband, "and I've got a 
taxi   waiting."—Ex. 
Englishman (pointing to head 
on coin—"That king whose por- 
trait you see made ,my great-great- 
grandfather a knight." 
American    (pointing   to   head   on 
| coin)—"Mine   was   made   an   angel 
by   the   Indian   whose   picture you 
see  on  that  coin."—Cracker. 
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SCHENECTADY ALUMNI 
ATTEND LUNCHEON IN 
HONOR OFRIGKER '22 
The Schenectady-Pittsfield Chap- 
ter of the Clemson Alumni Asso- 
ciation attended a farewell lunch- 
eon on September 21 in honor of 
George F. Ricker, '22, who has 
been transferred from the Central 
Station Department of the General 
Electric Company at Schenectady 
to the Philadelphia office of the 
same company. He will report to 
the Philadelphia office for his new 
duties   on   October   1. 
Mr. Ricker entered the Testing 
Department of the General Electric 
soon after his graduation from 
Clemson. After completing this 
course he took up duties in the 
Central Station Department at 
Schenectady. While he is at pres- 
ent assigned to the Philadelphia 
office ifor new duties he will in the 
near future be transferred to one 
of the local offices in the Atlantic 
District. This will in all probabili- 
ty be the Charlotte, N. C, office 
which will bring him closer to his 
Alma Mater  and   home. 
Those attending the luncheon 
were T. S. Gandy, F. E. Thomas, 
J. Bell, W. M. Ballenger, "W. A. 
Holland,   H.   L.   Byrd,   G.   B.   Hoi- 
JUNIOR AND SOPH, 
DANCE CLUBS ELECT 
OFFICERSJOR YEAR 
Following in the footsteps of the 
Seniors, the Juniors an Sopho- 
mores have elected dance officers 
for the ensuing year. The Juniors 
have selected a very capable coterie 
of officers. A. C. "Mike" Link 
was elected President, C. H. "Pat" 
Patrick, Vice-President, and M. D. 
Crook, Secretary-Treasurer. The 
Juniors will give their first Hop 
some time in October, the exact 
date of which is to be announced 
later. 
nl the Sophomore Club, J. H. 
"Hamp" Talley was elected Presi- 
dent, W. H. "Billy" Redfern, Vice- 
President, and D. L. "Clint" Bat- 
son, Secretary-Treasurer. These 
men are new to their offices, but 
with a little assistance should give 
one of the best dances of the year. 
The Sophomore Hop will be just 
'before   the   Christmas   holidays. 
land, B. B. Gillespie, W. H. Sud- 
low, E. C. Ricker, John Klenke, 
J. Q. Wray, E. B. Plenge, R. L. 
Bunch, M. A. Savage, W. F. Sneed, 
A. B. Rasor, G. F. Riker, J. A. Sea- 
go, C. M. Hagan, S. W. Henry, and 
J. A.  Chamlbers. 
ARCHITECTS MEET TO  'GLEE CLUB GETS 
ELECT OFFICERS AND     UNDER WAY FOR 
ANOTHER BIG YEAR MAKE PLANS FOR YEAR 
On Wednesday September 22, 
1926, the Architectural Society 
held its first meeting of the scho- 
lastic year. The purpose of this 
meeting was the election of of- 
ficers for this year. The officers 
of the society are as follows: 
S.  W.   McDaniel,   Pres. 
J. H. Guy,  Vice Pres. 
J. M.   Caughman,   Sec.   Treas. 
W.  K.  Stallings,   Scribe. 
Much interest is being taken in 
the Society this year, as is proved 
'by the fact that the members have 
unanimously decided to adopt a 
society pin. The design of the pin 
has not yet been decided. How- 
ever, the architects feel certain 
that one oif their number will be 
fully capable of designing a suit- 
able  pin  for  the  society. 
Meetings this year will be held 
twice per month in a society hall. 
The officers have arranged to have 
some prominent men from the 
nearby towns to make talks at 
the various meetings. Professors 
will be invited from time to time 
to discuss   matter   of importance. 
wmiUKH tea 
list this 
under 
major 
sports" 
THERE'S no other sport on the calendar to 
compare with smoking a jimmy-pipe packed 
with P. A. Indoors and out. Any season. You 
win even when you draw, if you get what we 
mean. And how you will draw, once you know 
the wonderful taste of Prince Albert! 
Cool as an over-cut notice from the dean. 
Sweet as the thoughts of a holiday. Fragrant as 
woodland flowers after a spring shower. P. A. 
never bites your tongue or parches your throat. 
The Prince Albert process fixed that the day 
P. A. matriculated. 
Come out for this major sport. Get yourself 
a tidy red tin at that nearby smoke-shop where 
they hand out P. A. sunshine. You and Prince 
Albert are going to be great buddies right from 
the start. Because there just never was another 
tobacco like Prince Albert! 
P. A. is sold everywhere in 
tidy red tins, pound and half- 
pound tin humidors, and 
pound crystal-glass humidors 
with sponge-moistener top. 
And always with every bit 
of bite and parch removed by 
the Prince Albert process. 
PRINCE AL /?5P8i 
—no  other  tobacco  is  like  it! 
9 1926, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
„ompany, Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Under the leadership of Presi- 
dent Mercer Ross and Business 
Manager Joe Warren the Glee Club 
has begun practice and the formu- 
lation of plans for a greater club 
are   being worked   out. 
A new system of picking the 
members of the club is to be used 
this year. The personnel of the 
club is to be selected anew before 
each trip and under this plan only 
those who work consistently will 
retain their places on the club. 
This system also gives those who 
do not make the club at first but 
improve as the season advances a 
better   chance. 
No definite arrangements for 
trips have "been made, but details 
for a weeks tour of the lower part 
of the State to end at Coker Col- 
lege are being worked out. A simi- 
lar plan for a tour of the upper 
part of the State to end at Rock 
Hill is being worked out. While 
the club is in Rock Hill the officers 
hope to give the members a grand 
prize De Luxe by staging a free 
performance for the girls at Win- 
throp   College. 
Any boys who think they can 
sing and who wish to try out for 
the club are urged to come by 
room 129 and see Director T. M. 
Ross as  soon  as   possible. 
CLEMSON   PROFESSOR 
PUBLISHES COTTON TEXT 
Clemson College, Aug.  'Pro- 
duction of Cotton," the first text- 
book ever printed on this subject, 
has recently been published by Dr. 
Gilbeart H. Collings, professor of 
agronomy here, as one of the Wi- 
ley Agricultural Series. This book 
of 256 pages and numerous illus- 
trations represents an exhaustive 
tucly of most of the cotton litera- 
ture  that  has  eveT  been  published. 
The 22 chapters deal with his- 
tory of coton, relationship of the 
plant to soil and climate, scientific 
discussions of the plant, culture, 
pest control and disposition of the 
crop. Then such discussions as 
grading and classing, breeding of 
the crop, and uses—other than 
textile—for the plant, occupy the 
last half of the book. 
Dr. Collings has made a thorough 
study of "King Coton" in its many 
scientific and commercial aspects 
and is considered an authority on 
the sulbject. The selection of this 
Clemson Agronomist by John Wiley 
Company and Sons, Inc., publish- 
ers of the agricultural series of 
texts attests to the outstanding 
character  of  his work. 
The text was written primarily 
for college class study. However, 
U was so designed by the author 
that it will be found a valuable re- 
ference for high school agricultural 
classes and for practical growers, 
cotton  breeders  and   dealers. 
WER CROSS-COUNTRY 
TEAM BEGINS WORKING 
Clemson's cross country team is 
fast rounding into shape for the 
coming season. From the showing 
the men have made so far, pro- 
spects look mighty good for our 
fall track season. Every after- 
noon coach Hart's cross-country 
boys can be seen in practice over 
the five mile course. Clemson has 
won the state championship in 
cross country before so we are 
looking to the Iboys to bring in the 
hunting once more. Furman and 
Georgia Tech are on the schedule 
so far. These colleges put out 
good teams but so far it looks like 
Clemson  is  slated  to  win. 
Fresh: "I want to die one year 
before  you  do." 
iSoph:"What  for?" 
Fresh: ">So I can be a soph in 
Hades   when   you   get   there." 
We wonder if the professor, who 
bought sixteen gallons of gasoline 
and argued thirty minutes over 
3 1-2 cents difference in the charge 
is broke. 
FLINT RHEM, FORMER 
CLEMSON STAR, HURLS 
CARDS TO BIG SERIES 
Flint Rhem, "Clemson Cata- 
pult" and star hurler of the St. 
Louis Cards, 1925 champs of the 
National League, is to pitch in the 
coming world series. This is only 
an infintesimal part of the publi- 
city he has given Clemson. This 
boy has given Clemson more pub- 
licity than any other man in the 
annals  of   Clemson   history. 
In his second year of major lea- 
gue hall and third eayr of pro- 
fessional ball he has helped pitch 
St. Louis to their first pennant in 
38 years. He did not enter the 
hig tent with a bang as many 
widely heralded athletes have done 
before him. Instead he was sent 
hack to the hushes for more sea- 
soning in 1924. After leading the 
Western Association in 101 differ- 
ent ways, the Cardinals gladly paid 
twenty five grand for his services 
once more. In 1925 his work was 
only fair, but he gave promise of 
developing into a great flinger. 
This year he has climaxed his past 
performances by stepping to the 
front as the second leading hurler 
of the National League, 'being top- 
ped only by Kremer of the Pirates. 
Kremer up to date has won 20 and 
lost 5; Rhem has won 21 and lost 
7. Flint still has a chance to nose 
Kremer out for the premier honors. 
Rhem has a world of natural 
ability and plenty of the proverbial 
stuff that he uses on Mr. Spauld- 
ing's well-known spheres. Togeth- 
er with this he has the confidence, 
which most players lack. With 
these assets Clemson is looking for- 
ward to Flint's pitching the Cards 
to their first world's championship 
You can't keep a good Tiger down, 
so here's hoping that in the com- 
ing series Flint tears down the 
house that "Babe". Ruth's home- 
runs and Harry Frazee's money 
built. 
PHOTO WORK ON TAPS 
NEARLY COMPLETED 
The photographer, with the aid 
of the photo editor and his assist- 
ants, have been making good pro- 
gress with their department of the 
"Taps" this year. All the individal 
sittings of the three upper classes 
have been finished, and most of 
the club and group pictures have 
been completed. The photo edi- 
tor and his assistants have been 
working hard, so that their de- 
partment, at least, should not hold 
up the delivery of the "Taps" this 
year. 
All the scenic views were taken 
last Spring when the campus was 
beautiful. A large number of 
views were taken, and the best one 
have been selectd for use. With 
the exception of the basketball and 
track squad pictures, and a few 
others that will have to be taken 
later on in the year, the photo- 
graphic work will be completed 
before the end of the week. The 
staff is determined to make an ear- 
ly delivery of the "Taps" this year, 
and the photographic department 
has been successful in getting their 
work out on time. 
ORGANIZATION   OF 
DRAMATIC   CLUB 
IS   UNDER   WAY 
A movement, headed by Profes- 
sor Freer and J. C. Galloway, is 
being made to organize a student 
dramatic club, the purpose of 
which is to read and produce se- 
veral plays during the year. No 
less than two plays will be pre- 
sented, and if possible the club 
will make trips to near-by col- 
leges where they will play. The 
movement is a worthy one and if 
kept alive will be a credit to the 
college. 
Father—"Do   you      know     what 
time  it  is?" 
'Suitor—"Ten   to." 
Father—"Ten   to   what?" 
Suitor—"Your   own   business." 
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OPENING   DANCE 
ATTRACT    MANY   VISITORS 
(Continued from page 1) 
The Senior Hop is now only a 
memory, so everyone that wishes 
to enjoy the Junior Hop right af- 
ter the State Fair had better make 
arangements to have that girl up 
for he affair, as a lack of the fe- 
minine sex was noticed at the 
Senior  Hop. 
Among those present at the 
Senior Hop were: Miss Conyers 
Shanklin of campus, with Cadet 
"Pinkhead" Fishburne; Miss Mar- 
garet Arnold of Anderson, with 
Cadet Ha.meT Smith; Miss Freddie 
Early of Hendersonville, N. C, with 
Cadet L. B. Mioore; Miss Olive 
Miner of Converse College, with 
Cadet J. S. Wright; Miss Melba 
Johnson of Greenville, with Cadet 
Gary Shull; Miss Peggy Whitted of 
Charlotte, with Cadet J- A. War- 
ren; Miss Susan Mathis with Cadet 
H. M. Killings-worth; Miss Dixie Mc- 
Daniel of Seneca, with Cadet H. L. 
Stoutamire; Miss Anna Bowie with 
Cadet E. M. McCracken; Miss Daisy 
Smith of Pendleton, with Cadet 
"Scrap" Youngblood; Miss Eloise ■McHugh of Campus, ■ with Cadet 
"Hoggy" Holman; Miss Polly Har- 
rell of Greenville, with Cadet 
"Buck" Brown; Miss Martha Erck- 
man of Hendersonville, N. C, with 
Cadet "Cutey" Redfern; Miss Nola 
Heath of Campus, with Cadet John 
Kershaw: Miss Evelyn Shieder of 
Shelby. N. C, with Cadet "Mid- 
night" Gibson; Miss Topsy Hagood 
of Easley with Cadet "Shorty" 
Russell; Miss Gertrude Brown of 
Anderson, with Cadet Douglass 
Campbell; Miss Polly Rush of Cal- 
houn Falls, with Cadet B. Puller 
Durst; Miss Kathleen Hare of Chi- 
cago, 111., with Cadet C. C. New- 
man; Miss Margaret Barr of Green- 
ville, with Cadet R. C. Jones; Miss 
Lucv Bailey of Clinton, with Clif- 
ford Smith; Miss Ann Carey of 
Seneca with Cadet H. L. Baldwin; 
Miss Ella Baugh of Greenville, with 
Cadet M. M. Hicks; Miss Frances 
Pressly of Greenville, with Cadet 
Tom kitchen; Miss Lily Holstein 
of Seneca, with cadet T. J. Magill; 
Miss Mary Allen with Cadet Cun- 
ningham; Miss Elizabeth Johnson 
of Campus, with Cadet E. S. Ellis; 
It   -1 Miss  Helen   Bozeman   of   Greenville, 
with Cadet D. L. Batson; Miss 
Alice Linder of Anderson, with Ca- 
det "Red" Mitchell; Miss Frances 
Duckworth with Cadet S. E. Whit- 
ten; Miss Gene Truesdale of Rock 
Hill, with Cadet "Moose" Marshall; 
Miss Mavime Jones of Walhalla 
with Cadet Bob White: Miss 
Eunice Keever of Greenville, with 
Cadet Cholly Chrei'tzberg; Miss 
Margaret May of camDus, with Ca- 
det E. P. Spencer; (Miss Margaret 
MoCaskill of Greenville, with Ca- 
det Rav Ritchie: Miss Mary Reid 
of Charlotte, with Mr. Buck Spear- 
man; Miss Harriet Trowbrid<re of 
Anderson, with Cadet Tom Milford; 
Miss Marv Smith of Landrum with 
Cadet Hamish Turner; Miss Lnla 
Mae White with Cadet. M. L. Wil- 
liams- Miss Bebe Daniels of Holly- 
wood. Cal.. with Cadet "Tangle 
Eye"   Turner. 
liYOEUM   COURSE ,.„»„ 
ARRANGED   FOR   YEAR 
(Continued from page 1) 
at its best—the Mexico of song, 
flowers, and beautiful architecture 
The Llera family are recital artists 
featured with the Mexican Victor 
Record Company. Director Barrera, 
called the "Victor Herbert" of Mexi- 
co is director of the President s Or- 
chestra which iplays at the place for 
state functions. He is also direcv 
tor of Mexico"s largest chorus, duoo 
;*     .        voices. 
David Dietz, who is a Fellow oi 
the Royal Astrononical Society, i>> 
said to be a fascinating lecturer. 
In The Last Frontier, he visualizes 
the last word in scientific achieve- 
ments through the mysterious equip- 
ment he carries for his demonstra- 
tions. With his phoneloscope he 
pictures the sound wave made by the 
human voice or by a musical instru- 
ment. 
"The Old Homestead" Company 
will present Denman Thompson's 
stage classic, a comedy drama 
crowded with pathos, sentiment, 
and laughs galore. This play has 
been described as the "Heart Throb 
of a Nation. It has held the boards 
continually since it was first pre- 
sented in 1886. The old songs will 
be rendered again by "The Old 
Homstead"   quartet. 
TheVernon Concert Ensemble is 
a company of five gifted artists 
presenting a highly diversified pro- 
gram   of   solo   and   ensemble   com- 
A.   S. C.   E.   TAKES 
IN   NEW   MEMBERS 
The A. S. C. E. takes in seven 
juniors and one sophomore at the 
'beginning of each year, these men 
being chosen on scholarship alone. 
Because of high class standing, two 
sophomores were admitted this 
term. 
Last Thursday evening the A. S. 
C. E. held a very impressive meet- 
ing in honor of the new men. The 
party was held at the old Metho- 
dist church, the temporary class 
rooms for civils, and was termed 
by the new men as being a "hot 
party." This party was given for 
the purpose of giving the first de- 
gree of initation. After passing 
through the receiving line, the 
"new boys," having become ac- 
quainted with old members, enjoy- 
ed "light" refreshments on the 
lawn. On of the new men, assist- 
ant commander of the "Hell Cats," 
forgot where he was and began 
sounding  fire call. 
After the refreshments, each can- 
didate gave a moral lecture, which 
would have been valuabl to any 
cadet  Who  could  have  heard  them. 
The second degree was given 
Saturdav at the game. These men 
created quite a bit of excitement 
when they marched forth at the 
beginning of the game. "Midnight" 
Hanner was mistaken by Captain 
Harcombe for one of the mess hall 
force, and "Chocolate Drop" White 
was thought to have been one of 
the   "laundry   Queens". 
The following named men passed 
the third degree Tuesday evening 
and were sworn into the society: 
the Juniors—J. J. Avent, M. D. 
Cronk. H. S. Gault, D. D. Gillespie. 
T G Hanner, G. B. Whetstone, and 
L M White. The two sophomores 
were C. T. Wise and W. P. Tienck- 
en. 
JUNIORS SELECT 
GLASS OFFICER 
AND COUNCILORS 
Klugh Is New President; Britt, 
Crook,    and    Link    are 
Other Officers 
JUNIORS   SELECT 
The following class officers were 
elected by the Junior Class at the 
election Thursday; Pres. G. F. 
Klugh; Vice Pres. C. E. Britt; Sec- 
Treas. M. D. Crook; Historian, A. 
C. Link. The following are to be 
class councilors: Husbands, H., 
Timmerman, W. P. Harvey, B. C. 
O'Dell, W. R. Klugh, G. F. Britt, 
C. E., Cuttino, B. H., Crook, M. D. 
Link,  A.   C.   and  Wylie,  A.  P. 
This was the closest race that 
has ever been experienced by the 
Junior class. It is said that several 
voters had to flip a coin to decide 
as to who would get their vote. 
This is explained by the calibre of 
the men who ran for office. The 
Junior Class should be commended 
unon their selections, for with the 
officers elected the class should 
have   a  banner  year. 
FLASH  LIGHTS   TO   HAVE 
HAND   POWER   DEVICE 
COLONEL  O.  R,   DO*LE   DIES 
AT HOME IN CALHOUN 
< Continued   from   page   1) 
scales.     He  was   at   one   time   exe- 
cutive   secretary   for    the    national 
order of railway telegraphers 
Colonel Doyle was a delegate 
from South Carolina to the Na- 
tional Democratic Convention m 
San   Francisco   in   1920. 
Although he was interested in 
all phases of public improvements, 
Colonel Doyle's chief work, aside 
from his services with The South- 
ern Railway, was the development 
of better schools. The Calhoun. 
Clemson High School now favor- 
ably known all over South Caro 
Una", is a monument to his unceas- 
ing hard work in its behalf. Dur- 
ing his illness he did not retire 
.fro'm this work as _ long as he was 
able to walk. His greatest pub- 
iTc pride lay in that imitation 
which is a monument to him. He 
is aptly called the father of the 
school and is an honory member 
of the OR. Doyle Literary Society 
^Colonel   Doyle's   death   will      be 
mo
Curn°edelby  many  friends through 
out the state as his useful  services 
are  left  to be  carried  on by some 
°
nHeelfse-sUrvived by his wife, Mrs. 
Gussie Sitton Doyle, a daughter. 
Mrs. Leila Doyle Breazeale, a son 
Oliver M. Doyle, and a grandson. 
William Clay Breazeale, all of Cai- 
houn and two brothers Dr H. C. 
and  Dr.  W. C.  Doyle of  Seneca. 
The funeral was marked by a 
verv impressive ceremony at tne 
Presbyterian Church, of *^<* he 
was a member, on Thursday after- 
noon Dr W. H. Mills and Rev. noon,   D£   w j Inter. 
ment   followed   at   the   Old    Stone 
Church. Maj. B. *■*»*£„£«« W W. Klugh, Prof. J. H. Mitcneii 
» j H. McHugh, Mr. F. H. 
Sinkscall and Dr. P. S. McCol- 
lum   were   pall  bearers. 
position. There are in the com- 
pany two violinists, a 'cellist, a 
harpist, and a flutist. There will 
be solo numbers upon each of these 
instruments, as well as vocal solos 
and ensemble selections in various 
combinations. They will give se- 
lections "from the classics, from 
modern music, and from the old 
familiar  favorites. 
Soph.—"Will    you     have      some 
Individual electric power plants 
for soldiers is the latest wrinkle 
being tested by the infantry board. 
They may be substituted for the 
electric battery flash light now in 
use, the new device Deing a small 
srenerator, spring driven, to supply 
juice for the light bulb. Ten se- 
conds of cranking produces three 
minutes  of  light. 
A GOOD LAUGH IS 
WORTH   TEN   DOLLARS 
Follow the crowd and you'll get 
your money's worth by seeing 
Lewis Watson and Miss Margaret 
May playing   the   "Green-Pair." 
"Cupid Up To Date—Oct., 1, Col- 
lege  Chapel. 
Martin's      Drug     Store    for 
Toasted Sandwiches. 
i 1 
Is Your Automobile 
Insured? 
Wise people now a days car- 
ry fire, theft, collision, public 
liability and property damage 
on their automobiles. They real- 
ize "that it is dangerous not 
to carry it. 
Let us quote you rates and 
give you information. 
William Goldsmith 
' (Insurance since  1886) 
See or write F. B.  Morgan, 
23 West McBee Ave., 
Telephone 401,     P. O. Box 912 
EaaSSEEHHIllSHBIlHIM 
OUR GLEMSON SPECIALTIES INCLUDE 
Loose leaf note books 
Note   book  fillers 
Lefa« binders with fillers 
Data sheets & accessories 
Pennants 
Pillow Covers 
Eversharp   pencils 
Norris Candies 
Whitman's   Candies 
Clemson Jewelry 
Cameras 
Photographic  supplies 
A Complete Line of 
HIGH-GRADE  STATIONERY,   SHEAFFER  LIFE- 
TIME,    PARKER    DUOFOLD,    AND 
WATERMAN'S IDEAL FOUN- 
TAIN PENS 
Sheaffers Skript Ink 
1. <L jRaPtin- Dwg Co., 3lnc 
JUST ARRIVED 
A line of Parker Duofold Fountain Pens and Pencils 
See   special ad   of  Parker  Pen   Co.  elsewhere in this paper 
HHHiaagHBSHsEHSHBlHra^ 
:: 
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NEW 
HANDY PACK 
WRIGLEYS 
"i 
Let us put you 
on a sound foot- 
ing for the Fair. 
a 
pie Fresh—"is   it   compulsory? 
Soph—"No,   apple! 
Toasted Sandwiches at Mar- 
tin's Drug Store. 
A   treat   everybody  enjoys. 
It's good for young and old. 
G127 
Walsh & Cooper, 
REPRESENTING 
GREENVILLE SHOE HOSPITAL 
"Nothing but the Best" 
ml^^ssia^BIffil^^im!imB^^®gei8imimBBmiSmBm8igBBIB^mma® 
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CLEMSON TO BATTLE AUBURN SPORTS SPORTS 
K'TtHUi. t 
FIELD GLASSES-/ 
Many Tigers and Tiger supporters were truly disappointed 
in the outcome of the game with the Presbyterian College here 
Saturday. These were the same supporters who have been so 
loyal to the cause for the past two years. The pangs of this 
disappointment were so great that there was weeping among 
many who had placed so much confidence and hope in what 
they pictured as a "new" Tiger team. They had erased the 
thought of the past two disastrous seasons. They were look- 
ing for the silver lining that always follows the cloud. But 
they met another mist that appears to be perceptibly dark also. 
They do not understand why a college the size of Clemson 
cannot have a football team capable of representing the insti- 
tution deservingly. Last season the spirit was blamed as the 
cause, but it is obvious that that is not the fault now. The stu- 
dents have been faithful to the team. The game cannot be 
won from the sidelines. There is plenty of material on the" 
field. The P. C. team was outweighed, it is true, but the Clem- 
son eleven did not show the proper amount of training in that 
game. In practice the men fight hard for the opportunity to 
play in the game, but when they are in the battle they seem 
to forget all the art of fighting and use only their plain brawn. 
Now, something must be done. They must fight. The Tiger 
teams heretofore have done it and that is not doing them 
justice.   We will have a team worthy of representing Clemson. 
TIGERS LOSE TO 
PRESBYTTRIANS    14-0 
(Continued   from   page   1) 
McMillan when he received the 
ball and there wasn't one Clemson 
man near. Had not this happened, 
there would prohably be a differ- 
ent tale to tell in the scoring. The 
making of this touchdown threw 
the Tigers off for' the time and it 
wasn't long before the Bluestock- 
ings had pushed over a well-earn- 
ed touchdown for the second score 
of the game. 
The first counter came when 
Stamps kicked to McMillan on 
Clemson's 20-yard line. Entirely 
surrounded by P. C. men, McMil- 
lan dropped the ball. Stevens grab- 
bed it and raced for a touchdown. 
This completely demoralized the 
Clemson team. In a few minutes 
after, P. C. kicked to Clemson's 
40-yard line, and when the Blue- 
stockings regained the ball "Wilson 
and Stamps carried it tor twenty 
yards. Then Wilson, by some cle- 
ver sidestepping, twisted and dodg- 
ed over for a touchdown and an- 
other  score. 
Clemson   Stars. 
Midkiff and St. Claire Davis were 
the bright lights on the Celmson 
team. They repeatedy brought 
hope to the Tiger supporters when 
they reeled off yardage off tackle 
or end. "Tick" Hendee made a 
heautiful pass to Cuttino for a 13 
yard gain. "Tick" has the ability 
of a very good passer and has a 
number of completed tosses to his ■credit. Bud Eskew added a great 
deal of strength to his team when 
he entered the game during the 
latter part. Hoke, at right end 
made the hearts of the P. C. sup- 
porters miss a beat when he in- 
tercepted a pass and ran 20 yards 
to   the   Bluestockins's   40   yard   line. 
In Wilson and' Stamps P. C. has 
two of the best backs seen at Riggs 
Field in a long time. Hogrefe is 
a coming star. He showed nruch 
speed Saturday when he returned 
a punt for 32 yards. "When it was 
necessary to gain ground the Pres- 
byterians always called on Stamps 
and Wilson. These boys got off 
with some neat runs. 
THE   LINE-UP 
The  line-up   and  summary: 
P.  C.   (14) Pos.       Clemson   (0) 
Stevens Le Timmerman 
Witherspoon       Lt Hall 
Neighbors Lg Martin 
Kirven C Pressley 
Barnwell Rg Martin 
Griffith Rt Austin 
Timmons Re Hoke 
Stamps Qb McMillan 
Owens Lhb Davis 
Hogrefe Rhb Midkiff 
Wilson Fb Reynolds 
Scoring P. C. touchdowns Stevens, 
Wilson. Points after touchdown, 
Stamps   2.     Dropkick. 
Substitutions P. C, Blalock for 
Stephens; Weldon for Timmons; 
IMcKinsey for Wilson; Jones for 
Owens; Wilson for Neighbors; Tim- 
mon for Blalock. Clemson, Link 
for McMillan; Cuttino for Hoke; 
G. Davis for Hall; Davidson for 
Austin; Wilder for Reynolds Klugh 
for Midkiff; Hall for G. Davis; 
McMillan for Link; Eskew for 
Klugh; Hendee for McMillan; Imes 
for St. Claire Davis;  Hair for Pres- 
BOXING BECOMING 
POPOLAB SPOBT IN 
THE TIGERS' LSI 
The followers of the leather 
pushing sport will be interested to 
learn that Clemson has organized 
a boxing class. Paul Austin who 
won the light heavyweight cham- 
pionship at Camp McClellan last 
summer is the instructor. Already 
there are about sixty men out to 
receive bloody noses and the squad 
is still growing. Paul hopes to de- 
velop a seven weight team and en- 
gage in some intercollegiate 
matches. Several matches with 
other colleges are available now. 
All students with pugilistic ability 
are urged to come out and make 
the  team   a  success. 
RAT FOOTBALL SQUAD 
ALL SETJOB SEASON 
The baldheaded tigers have ceas- 
ed to be a mass of material and 
have developed into a well balanc- 
ed team. They have begun to build 
up an offense which promises to 
tear the best freshmen lines in the 
state  into   shreds. 
Coach Gillam has narrowed his 
first string squad to about two 
teams which survive in the battle 
royal for positions on the first 
eleven. 
Each week the cubs show im- 
provement in their scrimmages 
with   the   varsity. 
There remains much time for 
the perfection of the freshman ma- 
chine before they engage in their 
first battle for Clemson against the 
Carolina Biddies. The game will 
be played in Columbia on Octo- 
ber 16, only a few days before the 
varsity encounter with the Caro- 
lina varsity at the State Fair. A 
victory for the Tiger Rats will set 
a high mark for the upper class- 
men  to  attain. 
The freshmen now occupying the 
limelight are; Swofford, Martin, 
and Hough at Center; Yarborough, 
Salley, Gunnels and Heustiss at 
Guard. Gassaway, MoGill, Nimitz 
and Jones at tackle. Mouledous 
Willimon, Asbill, Wood and Gantt 
at end. Quarterbacks who stand out 
prominently are Pitts, Rogers, and 
Zeigler. Halfbacks are Padgett, 
Davis, H. D. McCarley, and Hane. 
Fullbacks are McMillan and R. J. 
McCarley. 
HORTICULTURAL MEN 
VISIT OBGHABDS IN 
GA APPLE SECTION 
On last Thursday the Horticul- 
tural seniors and a few men from 
the two.year course under the su- 
pervision of Prof. Rawl took an in- 
spection tour of the apple orchards 
and packing houses at Cornelia, 
Georgia. Leaving Tigertown soon 
after breakfast and traveling in 
several of Henry Ford's well know^ 
products the men made the trip 
without event. 
At Cornelia they were met by Mr 
Roper, head of the Apple Growers 
Exchange, who conducted them 
through the plant of the Clarksvillb 
Packing House where the modern 
methods of culling, grading, ana 
packing  were   studied. 
The group of fifteen were enter, 
tained at lunch by Prof. Rawl in 
Cornelia. 
In the afternoon a trip to the 
Baldwin Apple Packing House was 
made and the visit terminated by a 
ride through the many orchards foi 
which  this   section  is  noted. 
Although the Georgia apples wert 
supposed to be the drawing cards, 
Ross Alexander, Pete Yarborough, 
and Hutto proved to be turncoats by 
deciding in favor of the Georgia 
ing" proclivities of these three were 
ing'' proclivities of these thj-ee wert 
well demonstrated, that is, if the 
word of several members of the 
crowd may be taken. Pete is under- 
going treatment by an oculist in ai. 
endeavor to cure his color-blindness. 
This trip will remain a pleasam. 
memory to all those who went ana 
Prof. Rawl is to be thanked for 
making the visit possible. 
—S.     L    G. 
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ATTENTION  TO  READERS 
SUPPORT   YOUR   ADVERTISERS 
"THE TIGER"  is your paper and the 
advertisers   are   helping   you.    Read   the 
"ads" and see whom to patronize.    Only 
the best advertise with "THE TIGER". 
MAKE THESE PLACES YOUR 
HEADQUARTERS 
RETURN A GOOD  DEED 
iiig^iaiaiaggiisiaia^ 
8 P ercent 
ON WEEKLY INSTALLMENTS SBARES 
I 
ISIS 
25c. per week matures in 75 months at $100.00 
$1.25 per week matures in 75 months at $ 500.00 
$2.50 per week matures in 75 months at $1000.00 
$5.00 per week matures in 75 months at $2000.00 
Phone 400 21-23 W. McBee Ave. 
NEW SERIES OPENS OCTOBER 1st 
MECHANICS BUILDING AND LOAN ASSO 
Greenville, S. C. 
i 
i 
gBsasHiHagiaHiHiisM 
SPECIAL PBICES THIS WEEK 
-ON— 
Martin's      Drus     Store    for 
Toasted Sandwiches. 
;»: 
BLACK DRESS SHHOES  
FULL LINE OF ARMY SHOES 
 $4.50 
$4.50 and $5.00 
"JUDGE" KELLER 
BSHHSBBEEHllSlllSim :"::' 
SHOP WOBK WILL BE 
GIN IN JOR FUTURE 
Practical work at the vanous 
shops is fast getting under /way. 
Prof. Shubert of the machine' shop 
division has put his junior sections 
to chiseling. This being the ele- 
mentary   work   in   that   department. 
Due to the fact that the" machin- 
ery has not been installfd in the 
wood and forge shops, classes in 
these divisions have not as yet be- 
gun work. However, all will be in 
readiness for these classes  to begin 
K, 
»: 
TIGER PRESSING CLUB AND SHOE SHOP 
ANNOUNCING 
To the Student Body and  People of  Clemson, 
the Following— 
We have just installed new machinery, and added 
to our force of help. Our representatives in bar- 
racks are athletes going through college, and we 
have secured the services of W. W. Gordon, a Clem- 
son graduate, in the capacity of business manager. 
OUR AIM IS SERVICE OF HIGHEST QUALITY. 
CLINT TAYLOR,  Proprietor 
I 
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regular  work  within the  next  week 
or ten  days. 
The commercial woodshop is to 
be equipped with Fay and Egan 
motors. Each machine being driv- 
en by an individual motor. The 
Fay and Egan Motor, it is under- 
stood, is one of the best that can 
be bought. 
"Never   kid the  judge.     The   day 
of the  Court  jester  is  past.' 
GIRL    ARRIVES    IN    BALLOON 
Mrs. Gilmore who is taking the 
part of "Cupid Up To Date" will 
arrive Friday from Mars in a bal- 
loon, and will be the guest of Fath- 
er Time and the Modern Chicken at 
College    Chapel—Oct.    1st. 
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